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Available with the latest generation diesel engine 

and with a natural gas engine, in the context of faithful 

respect for the environment and careful attention to 

cities and citizens.

The Dulevo Dulevo 6000 Hydro and 6000 Hydro CNG The Dulevo Dulevo 6000 Hydro and 6000 Hydro CNG 

Hydro street washers have been designed for the high-Hydro street washers have been designed for the high-

pressure cleaning and the sanitation of urban areas, pressure cleaning and the sanitation of urban areas, 

and they well adapt also to industrial areas, resorts and and they well adapt also to industrial areas, resorts and 

any milieu where a high degree of hygiene becomes any milieu where a high degree of hygiene becomes 

necessary.necessary.
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The four steering wheels present combined with a reduced turning-radius, allow both models to easily move through any environment, always guaranteeing a flawless 

cleaning. The washing is performed through a stainless steel bar located on the front side of the cockpit. The operator can adjust the bar from his own work station to all 

positions, adapting to the different environmental conditions.
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Who said that clearing and disinfection should only be reserved to road surface? The Dulevo 6000 Hydro and 6000 Hydro CNG street washers may come equipped 

(upon request) with a vertical washing bar, and they are standard endowed with a lance for the cleaning of 

walls and areas most difficult to reach; thanks to this peculiar solution, the lance can easily wash at distance 

from the machine. 

The front bar, which is made of eleven nozzles for front washing and of two nozzles for side washing, is 

located underneath the driving cockpit and can be hydraulically steered tilting-, incidence-, and height-wise; 

this way, the cleaning of areas congested by parked vehicles, market stands and much more becomes easy 

.and effective.
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The cabin has been designed so as to guarantee the maximum comfort for the operator and 

the easiest use. Comfortable, soundproof and with large glass surfaces, the cockpit of these 

two models of street washers makes work pleasant in any kind of condition. The hydrostatic 

driving, the power steering and just few controls make the vehicle easy and pleasant to use.
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The machine can be configured, according to the customer’s needs, 

with high pressure systems and automatic dosing systems for the 

sanitizing product.

The street washer is provided with an upper arm to facilitate the use 

of a washing jet pipe. The arm is very pratical if having to bypass 

obstacles, such as the parked vehicles, with the washing jet pipe. In 

the endo part, the arm uses a joint in the terminal part that increases 

the range of action from its rotation point.
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 Technical data  6000Hydro 6000Hydro CNG

Washing width:

 - with standard bar mm 2800

 - with extendable bar (opt) mm 3200

Clean water tank capacity L 5900 4400

Place in the cabin n°  2 

Working cycle - Indicative cleaning 
performance

m2/
Tank 30.000 22.000

Maximum speed Km/h 25 - 40

Steering diameter (Kerb to kerb) mm 9360

Engine Brand FPT industrial (Iveco)

Engine Emissions EURO 6 STEP C

Alimentation Diesel CNG
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